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TYPES OF TYPES OF 
WHEELCHAIRSWHEELCHAIRS

Main categories and Main categories and 
prescription pointersprescription pointers

CategoriesCategories
�� Low active / indoor chairsLow active / indoor chairs

–– SelfSelf--propellingpropelling
–– Porter (nonPorter (non--self propelling)self propelling)

�� Active chairsActive chairs
–– Medium to highMedium to high

�� Urban / Urban / PeriPeri--urban / Hybrid / Ruralurban / Hybrid / Rural
–– High activeHigh active

�� Urban / Urban / PeriPeri--urban / Hybrid / Ruralurban / Hybrid / Rural

�� Posture support chairsPosture support chairs
–– SelfSelf--propellingpropelling
–– NonNon--self propellingself propelling

�� Power chairsPower chairs

LOW ACTIVE CHAIRSLOW ACTIVE CHAIRS

Basic folding frameBasic folding frame

Prescription pointers:  Basic folding Prescription pointers:  Basic folding 
frame chairsframe chairs

PurposePurpose
�� LowLow--active useactive use
�� Self propellingSelf propelling
�� Transportation purposes mainlyTransportation purposes mainly
�� Outdoors smooth, level terrainOutdoors smooth, level terrain
�� IndoorsIndoors

CharacteristicsCharacteristics
�� No adjustments on seating systemNo adjustments on seating system
�� FoldingFolding
�� ““StandardStandard”” wheelbasewheelbase

Porter chairPorter chair
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Prescription pointers:   Porter Prescription pointers:   Porter 
chairschairs

PurposePurpose
�� LowLow--active useactive use
�� Attendant propelled onlyAttendant propelled only
�� No adjustments on seating systemNo adjustments on seating system
�� Indoor transportation purposesIndoor transportation purposes

CharacteristicsCharacteristics
�� Folding frameFolding frame
�� ““StandardStandard”” wheelbasewheelbase

Rigid frame, nonRigid frame, non--adjustable seat / adjustable seat / 
frameframe

Prescription pointers:  Rigid frame, Prescription pointers:  Rigid frame, 
non adjustable seat / framenon adjustable seat / frame

PurposePurpose
�� LowLow--active useactive use
�� Self propellingSelf propelling
�� Transportation purposes mainly (indoor Transportation purposes mainly (indoor 

and outdoor on smooth, level terrain only)and outdoor on smooth, level terrain only)

CharacteristicsCharacteristics
�� No adjustments on seating systemNo adjustments on seating system
�� NonNon--foldingfolding
�� ““StandardStandard”” wheelbasewheelbase

LowLow--riderrider

LowLow--riderrider

PurposePurpose
�� Primarily indoor usePrimarily indoor use
�� Good for users who need to work onGood for users who need to work on
�� the ground, e.g. cookingthe ground, e.g. cooking

CharacteristicsCharacteristics
�� LowLow
�� Small wheelbaseSmall wheelbase

MEDIUM TO HIGH MEDIUM TO HIGH 
ACTIVE CHAIRSACTIVE CHAIRS
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Adjustable folding frame chairs Adjustable folding frame chairs 
(medium to high back)(medium to high back)

Prescription pointers:  Adjustable Prescription pointers:  Adjustable 
folding frame chairs (medium to folding frame chairs (medium to 

high back)high back)
PurposePurpose
�� Urban (Fairly smooth, level outdoorUrban (Fairly smooth, level outdoor
�� terrain)terrain)
�� Medium to high active useMedium to high active use
�� Suitable for roofSuitable for roof--mounted wheelchair hoistmounted wheelchair hoist

CharacteristicsCharacteristics
�� Folding frameFolding frame
�� Adjustable seating systemAdjustable seating system
�� Adjustable wheelbase (Adjustable wheelbase (<<std)std)

Adjustable folding frame chairsAdjustable folding frame chairs
(low to medium back)(low to medium back)

Prescription pointers:  Adjustable Prescription pointers:  Adjustable 
folding frame chairs (short to folding frame chairs (short to 

medium back)medium back)
PurposePurpose
�� Urban (Fairly smooth, level outdoor terrain)Urban (Fairly smooth, level outdoor terrain)
�� PeriPeri--urban (Limited uneven terrain, sand, etc.)urban (Limited uneven terrain, sand, etc.)
�� Medium to high active usersMedium to high active users
�� Suitable for roofSuitable for roof--mounted wheelchair hoistmounted wheelchair hoist

CharacteristicsCharacteristics
�� Weight range from standard to lightweight and Weight range from standard to lightweight and 

ultralightweightultralightweight depending on design and makedepending on design and make
�� Adjustable seating systemAdjustable seating system
�� User needs to be able to wheelie and cover very rough User needs to be able to wheelie and cover very rough 

terrain on rear wheelsterrain on rear wheels
�� Folding frameFolding frame
�� Adjustable wheelbase (Adjustable wheelbase (<<std)std)

Adjustable rigid frameAdjustable rigid frame Prescription pointers:  Adjustable Prescription pointers:  Adjustable 
rigid framerigid frame

PurposePurpose
�� Urban (Fairly smooth, level outdoor terrain)Urban (Fairly smooth, level outdoor terrain)
�� PeriPeri--urban (Limited uneven terrain, sand, etc.)urban (Limited uneven terrain, sand, etc.)
�� High active useHigh active use

CharacteristicsCharacteristics
�� Adjustable seating systemAdjustable seating system
�� Weight range from standard to lightweight and Weight range from standard to lightweight and 

ultralightweightultralightweight depending on design and makedepending on design and make
�� User needs to be able to wheelie and cover very rough User needs to be able to wheelie and cover very rough 

terrain on rear wheelsterrain on rear wheels
�� Adjustable wheelbase (Adjustable wheelbase (<<std)std)
�� Rigid frameRigid frame
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DUAL PURPOSE DUAL PURPOSE 
ACTIVE CHAIRS ACTIVE CHAIRS 

(HYBRIDS)(HYBRIDS)

Hybrid / dual purpose:  Adjustable, Hybrid / dual purpose:  Adjustable, 
folding frame with long wheelbasefolding frame with long wheelbase

Prescription pointers:   Adjustable Prescription pointers:   Adjustable 
folding frame with long wheelbasefolding frame with long wheelbase
PurposePurpose
�� Moderately to very active usersModerately to very active users
�� Urban use (Fairly smooth, level outdoor terrain)Urban use (Fairly smooth, level outdoor terrain)
�� PeriPeri--urban use (Uneven terrain, sand, etc.)urban use (Uneven terrain, sand, etc.)
�� Moderate rural / rough terrain useModerate rural / rough terrain use
�� Very stable on hilly terrainVery stable on hilly terrain

CharacteristicsCharacteristics
�� Limited adjustments for seatingLimited adjustments for seating
�� User does not need to be able to wheelie to cover moderate User does not need to be able to wheelie to cover moderate 

rough terrainrough terrain
�� DurableDurable
�� Folding frameFolding frame
�� Long wheelbase (>std)Long wheelbase (>std)
�� Total length of chair = std chair lengthTotal length of chair = std chair length
�� Broad front castorsBroad front castors

Hybrid / dual purpose:  Adjustable, Hybrid / dual purpose:  Adjustable, 
rigid frame with long wheelbaserigid frame with long wheelbase

Prescription pointers:   Adjustable Prescription pointers:   Adjustable 
rigid frame with long wheelbaserigid frame with long wheelbase

PurposePurpose
�� Active usersActive users
�� Urban use (Fairly smooth, level outdoor terrain)Urban use (Fairly smooth, level outdoor terrain)
�� PeriPeri--urban use (Uneven terrain, sand, etc.)urban use (Uneven terrain, sand, etc.)
�� Moderate rural / rough terrain useModerate rural / rough terrain use
�� Very stable on hilly terrainVery stable on hilly terrain

CharacteristicsCharacteristics
�� Multiple adjustments for seatingMultiple adjustments for seating
�� User does not need to be able to wheelie to cover moderate User does not need to be able to wheelie to cover moderate 

rough terrainrough terrain
�� DurableDurable
�� Rigid frameRigid frame
�� Long wheelbase (>std)Long wheelbase (>std)
�� Total length of chair = std chair lengthTotal length of chair = std chair length
�� Broad front castorsBroad front castors

RURAL / ROUGH RURAL / ROUGH 
TERRAIN ACTIVE TERRAIN ACTIVE 

CHAIRSCHAIRS
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Prescription pointers:   rural / rough Prescription pointers:   rural / rough 
terrain chairsterrain chairs

PurposePurpose
�� Good for sand, mud and rough groundGood for sand, mud and rough ground
�� Good for hilly areasGood for hilly areas
�� Good for going over small obstacles and going down smallGood for going over small obstacles and going down small
�� stepssteps
�� Could be used a range of active usersCould be used a range of active users

CharacteristicsCharacteristics
�� Usually longer wheelbaseUsually longer wheelbase
�� Adjustable seating systemAdjustable seating system
�� Rigid frame (usually steel Rigid frame (usually steel –– easily repairable)easily repairable)
�� Larger rear wheels (=bicycle)Larger rear wheels (=bicycle)
�� Larger and broader front castorLarger and broader front castor
�� Could be used for users who are not able to wheelie and Could be used for users who are not able to wheelie and 

cover round over rough terrain on their rear wheelscover round over rough terrain on their rear wheels

Sports chairSports chair

Prescription pointers:   Sports chairPrescription pointers:   Sports chair

PurposePurpose
�� Sport specificSport specific
�� LightweightLightweight
�� Very stableVery stable
�� Easy to moveEasy to move
�� Level terrain onlyLevel terrain only
�� Rear wheels cambered for stabilityRear wheels cambered for stability
�� Adjustable seating systemAdjustable seating system

TricyclesTricycles
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Prescription pointers:  TricyclesPrescription pointers:  Tricycles

PurposePurpose
�� Only for outdoors useOnly for outdoors use
�� User often needs chair for indoor use User often needs chair for indoor use 

as wellas well
�� Excellent for traveling long distancesExcellent for traveling long distances
�� Excellent to carry large, heavy loadsExcellent to carry large, heavy loads
�� Cover most types of terrainCover most types of terrain
�� Various models Various models –– utility to sportutility to sport

POSTURE SUPPORT POSTURE SUPPORT 
CHAIRSCHAIRS

NonNon--self propelling posture chairsself propelling posture chairs Prescription pointers:  NonPrescription pointers:  Non--self self 
propelling posture chairspropelling posture chairs

PurposePurpose
�� Various modelsVarious models
�� Gives postural support and alignment for those unable to Gives postural support and alignment for those unable to 

be managed in the other categories of chairsbe managed in the other categories of chairs
CharacteristicsCharacteristics
�� Should offer following:Should offer following:

–– Adjustable modular posture support systemAdjustable modular posture support system
–– Adjustable thoracic and lumbar and pelvic supportAdjustable thoracic and lumbar and pelvic support
–– Adjustable thoracic and pelvic lateral supportAdjustable thoracic and pelvic lateral support
–– Lap strapLap strap
–– Tilt in spaceTilt in space
–– Tray tableTray table
–– Head support (optional)Head support (optional)
–– Some models can be Some models can be motorisedmotorised

Self propelling posture chairsSelf propelling posture chairs Prescription pointers:  Self Prescription pointers:  Self 
propelling posture chairspropelling posture chairs

PurposePurpose
�� Various modelsVarious models
�� Gives postural support and alignment for those unable toGives postural support and alignment for those unable to
�� be managed in the other categories of chairsbe managed in the other categories of chairs

CharacteristicsCharacteristics
�� Should offer following:Should offer following:

–– Adjustable modular posture support systemAdjustable modular posture support system
–– Adjustable thoracic and lumbar and pelvic supportAdjustable thoracic and lumbar and pelvic support
–– Adjustable thoracic and pelvic lateral supportAdjustable thoracic and pelvic lateral support
–– Lap strapLap strap
–– Tilt in spaceTilt in space
–– Tray table (optional)Tray table (optional)
–– Head support (optional)Head support (optional)
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BUGGIESBUGGIES

Posture support buggiesPosture support buggies

Prescription pointers:  Posture Prescription pointers:  Posture 
support buggiessupport buggies

PurposePurpose
�� Various modelsVarious models
�� Gives postural support and alignment for those unable toGives postural support and alignment for those unable to
�� be managed in the other categories of chairsbe managed in the other categories of chairs

CharacteristicsCharacteristics
�� Should offer following:Should offer following:

–– Adjustable modular posture support systemAdjustable modular posture support system
–– Adjustable thoracic and lumbar and pelvic supportAdjustable thoracic and lumbar and pelvic support
–– Adjustable thoracic and pelvic lateral supportAdjustable thoracic and pelvic lateral support
–– Lap strapLap strap
–– Tray tableTray table
–– Tilt in spaceTilt in space
–– Head supportHead support
–– Some models can be Some models can be motorisedmotorised

TransporterTransporter buggiesbuggies

Prescription pointers:  Prescription pointers:  TransporterTransporter
buggiesbuggies

PurposePurpose
�� No postural supportNo postural support
�� For transporting onlyFor transporting only
�� Short term and periodic useShort term and periodic use

CharacteristicsCharacteristics
�� Basic folding frameBasic folding frame
�� LightweightLightweight

POWER CHAIRSPOWER CHAIRS
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Folding frame power chairsFolding frame power chairs Prescription pointers: Folding frame Prescription pointers: Folding frame 
power chairspower chairs

PurposePurpose
�� Low to medium active useLow to medium active use
�� Level, smooth terrainLevel, smooth terrain

CharacteristicsCharacteristics
�� No adjustable seating supportNo adjustable seating support
�� Folding frameFolding frame
�� Should have tension adjustable backrest for Should have tension adjustable backrest for 

improved postural supportimproved postural support
�� Back upholstery can be replaced with any of the Back upholstery can be replaced with any of the 

commercial rigid back support systemscommercial rigid back support systems

Rigid frame power chairsRigid frame power chairs Prescription pointers: Rigid frame Prescription pointers: Rigid frame 
power chairspower chairs

PurposePurpose
�� Low to medium active useLow to medium active use
�� Level, smooth Level, smooth 
�� Moderate uneven / mixed terrainModerate uneven / mixed terrain

CharacteristicsCharacteristics
�� Rigid frameRigid frame
�� Depending on model Depending on model -- adjustable seating systemadjustable seating system
�� Require van, minibus or adapted vehicle for transportRequire van, minibus or adapted vehicle for transport
�� Should have tension adjustable backrest for improved Should have tension adjustable backrest for improved 

postural supportpostural support
�� Back upholstery can be replaced with any of the Back upholstery can be replaced with any of the 

commercial rigid back support systemscommercial rigid back support systems

Tilt in space modular frameTilt in space modular frame Prescription pointers: Modular tilt in Prescription pointers: Modular tilt in 
space power chairsspace power chairs

PurposePurpose
�� Medium active useMedium active use
�� Level, smooth terrainLevel, smooth terrain
�� Moderate uneven / mixed terrainModerate uneven / mixed terrain

CharacteristicsCharacteristics
�� Seat, back system and base can dismantle for easier Seat, back system and base can dismantle for easier 

transportationtransportation
�� AntiAnti--tip barstip bars
�� Rigid modular backrest for improved postural supportRigid modular backrest for improved postural support
�� Adjustable thoracic and lumbar and pelvic supportAdjustable thoracic and lumbar and pelvic support
�� Adjustable thoracic and pelvic lateral supportAdjustable thoracic and pelvic lateral support
�� Tilt in space mechanism 5Tilt in space mechanism 5--15 degrees15 degrees
�� Tilt in space manualTilt in space manual
�� Manual base frame availableManual base frame available
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Tilt in space offTilt in space off--road rigid frameroad rigid frame Prescription pointers: Rigid frame Prescription pointers: Rigid frame 
tilt in space power chairstilt in space power chairs

PurposePurpose
�� High active useHigh active use
�� All terrainAll terrain

CharacteristicsCharacteristics
�� Rigid frameRigid frame
�� Back system can be replaced by commercially Back system can be replaced by commercially 

available back support system to allow for available back support system to allow for 
improved postural supportimproved postural support

�� Can often be fitted with head supportCan often be fitted with head support
�� Tilt in space electrical / manualTilt in space electrical / manual
�� Often other adjustable settingsOften other adjustable settings
�� SuspensionSuspension

Folding Folding vsvs rigid frame (1)rigid frame (1)
�� Often cheaper than Often cheaper than 

rigid framerigid frame
�� Frame is less strong Frame is less strong 

than rigid frame chairthan rigid frame chair
�� Durability and life Durability and life 

span reduced span reduced 
compared to rigid compared to rigid 
frameframe

�� Often no adjustable Often no adjustable 
frame settingsframe settings

�� Often more expensive Often more expensive 
than folding framethan folding frame

�� Strongest and most Strongest and most 
stable framestable frame

�� Good durability and Good durability and 
life spanlife span

�� Usually adjustable Usually adjustable 
frame settingsframe settings

Folding Folding vsvs rigid frame (2)rigid frame (2)
�� Usually offers less Usually offers less 

customizing options customizing options 
than rigid framethan rigid frame

�� Seat upholstery may Seat upholstery may 
stretch and sag if not stretch and sag if not 
good quality.good quality.

�� Loss of propulsion Loss of propulsion 
energy occursenergy occurs

�� More bulky chair More bulky chair 
overalloverall

�� Usually adjustable Usually adjustable 
frame settingsframe settings

�� Usually offers more Usually offers more 
customizing options customizing options 
than folding framethan folding frame

�� Due to rigid design, Due to rigid design, 
could have solid seat.could have solid seat.

�� Effective translation of Effective translation of 
propulsion energypropulsion energy

�� Small compact chairSmall compact chair

Folding Folding vsvs rigid frame (3)rigid frame (3)
�� May be fitted with May be fitted with 

quickquick--release rear release rear 
wheelswheels

�� Folds by pulling up Folds by pulling up 
seat upholstery and seat upholstery and 
drawing the 2 side drawing the 2 side 
frames togetherframes together

�� More compact than More compact than 
rigid frame chair when rigid frame chair when 
folded upfolded up

�� Folding mechanism Folding mechanism 
adds weight to chair.adds weight to chair.

�� Usually fitted with Usually fitted with 
quickquick--release rear release rear 
wheelswheels

�� ““FoldsFolds”” by folding by folding 
down back rest and down back rest and 
removing rear wheelsremoving rear wheels

�� Bulky when collapsedBulky when collapsed

�� Design often lighter Design often lighter 
than basic folding than basic folding 
frame.frame.

Folding Folding vsvs rigid frame (4)rigid frame (4)
�� Allows for setAllows for set--up up 

for lowfor low--active to active to 
moderate active moderate active 
useuse

�� Suitable for a car Suitable for a car 
hoisthoist

�� Design for most Design for most 
basic (standard) basic (standard) 
type wheelchairs type wheelchairs 
and folding lightand folding light--
weight chairsweight chairs

�� Allows for setAllows for set--up up 
for high active use  for high active use  

�� Not suitable for a Not suitable for a 
car hoist.  car hoist.  

�� Can be pulled over Can be pulled over 
lap into car.lap into car.

�� Usually lightUsually light--
weight or ultra weight or ultra 
lightlight--weight chairsweight chairs
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Folding Folding vsvs rigid frame powerrigid frame power
�� Cheaper than rigid Cheaper than rigid 

frame chairframe chair
�� Can fold up for Can fold up for 

transport in regular transport in regular 
carcar

�� Lighter than rigid Lighter than rigid 
frame chairframe chair

�� Less strong and Less strong and 
sturdysturdy

�� Limited offLimited off--road road 
capabilitiescapabilities

�� Require adapted Require adapted 
vehicle, e.g. VW vehicle, e.g. VW 
Kombi, high roof mini Kombi, high roof mini 
bus for transport bus for transport 

�� Some can be Some can be 
dismantled to be dismantled to be 
loaded into a car.  loaded into a car.  
(Separate parts are (Separate parts are 
heavy)heavy)

�� Heavy, bulky chairHeavy, bulky chair
�� Strong, stable, sturdy Strong, stable, sturdy 

frameframe
�� Often increased offOften increased off--

road capabilitiesroad capabilities
�� Tilt in space optionsTilt in space options

General (1)General (1)

FrameFrame
�� Mild steel / stainless steel / Mild steel / stainless steel / 

aluminium / Titaniumaluminium / Titanium
�� Chrome / powder coatChrome / powder coat
�� WeightWeight

General (2)General (2)

Basic foldingBasic folding
�� Range of chairsRange of chairs
�� Range of customising optionsRange of customising options
�� SABS / ISO standardsSABS / ISO standards

AdjustableAdjustable
�� Multiple adjustabilityMultiple adjustability
�� LightLight--weight weight vsvs adjustabilityadjustability
�� Custom manufactureCustom manufacture
�� SABS / ISO standardsSABS / ISO standards

Basic Basic vsvs adjustableadjustable
Low active Low active vsvs activeactive

�� No adaptable seat / No adaptable seat / 
back back –– user must user must 
adaptadapt

�� Rear wheels:   poor Rear wheels:   poor 
ergonomic position for ergonomic position for 
propulsionpropulsion

�� Back often too highBack often too high

�� Few adjustments Few adjustments 
availableavailable

�� Cannot correct seating Cannot correct seating 
and mobility problemsand mobility problems

�� Cost Cost ↑↑ when adding when adding 
seating systemseating system

�� Mainly indoor use Mainly indoor use 

�� Usually adjustable Usually adjustable 
back and seatback and seat

�� Ergonomic rear wheel Ergonomic rear wheel 
positionposition

�� Back height adjustable Back height adjustable 
Often lighterOften lighter

�� Several adjustments Several adjustments 
availableavailable

�� Contribute to Contribute to 
improvement of improvement of 
seating and mobility seating and mobility 
problemsproblems

�� Often integral good Often integral good 
seating systemseating system

�� Low to high active useLow to high active use

Characteristics of basic folding Characteristics of basic folding 
power chairs (indoor / low active)power chairs (indoor / low active)

�� 2 x 36 Ah batteries2 x 36 Ah batteries
�� Motor strength 2 x 280 Motor strength 2 x 280 –– 350 W350 W
�� Average range 13 Average range 13 –– 16 km16 km
�� Average speed 6+ km/h (4 Average speed 6+ km/h (4 –– 88

km/h)km/h)

Characteristics of rigid frame power Characteristics of rigid frame power 
chairs (mixed terrain, medium and chairs (mixed terrain, medium and 

high active)high active)

�� 2 x 48+ Ah batteries2 x 48+ Ah batteries
�� Motor strength 2 x 450 Motor strength 2 x 450 –– 700 W700 W
�� Minimum amperage for control box Minimum amperage for control box 

output 50+ amperageoutput 50+ amperage
�� Average range 20+ kmAverage range 20+ km
�� Average speed 6+ km/h (6 Average speed 6+ km/h (6 –– 10 10 

km/h)km/h)
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Basic power chair careBasic power chair care

�� Charge batteries dailyCharge batteries daily
�� Replace both batteries Replace both batteries 

simultaneouslysimultaneously
�� Charge in ventilated areaCharge in ventilated area
�� Never open control box / control unitNever open control box / control unit
�� User weight, terrain and distances User weight, terrain and distances 

influence battery lifeinfluence battery life


